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MR. JOHN L. LYONS

The Class of 1990 has chosen to dedicate this yearbook to John L. Lyons because of his wholehearted devotion to our form. In his years here at St. Andrew's Mr. Lyons has played many diverse roles: corridor master, teacher, form advisor and coach. He fulfilled each of these duties wonderfully well. But he also took the time to become our friend and counsellor. In our fifth and sixth form years Mr. Lyons channeled our energy into worthwhile community projects, such as helping build housing for the homeless in Wilmington. His leadership helped us to realize our potential and undertake the daunting responsibilities of a senior class. For this and for everything, Mr. Lyons — thanks.
It's an indisputable fact — St. Andrew's wouldn't be the
great school it is without its excellent staff. Jon O'Brien
would be the first to admit that the Headmaster could be
away a month and not be missed; but lose one secretary,
maintenance person or corridor master for a day, and the
whole school starts to collapse in sheer confusion. Well,
we won't take it this far, Mr. O'Brien; maybe after a
couple of weeks somebody would note your absence and
go looking for you in a duck blind, or the tennis courts, or
Shea Stadium. The point is, running a school, especially a
great school like St. Andrew's, is a collaborative effort.
Here are the collaborators.
Theorem: If \( \angle 1 \) and \( \angle 2 \) are added to the results are \( \angle 3 \). Given that \( \angle 1 \leq \angle 3 \) and we know \( m\angle 1 = m\angle 3 \) and \( m\angle 1 + m\angle 2 = m\angle 3 + m\angle 2 \). By the addition prop. of equality, thus \( m\angle ABC = m\angle DEF \). Therefore \( \triangle ABC \sim \triangle DEF \).
Faculty
FRONT ROW: Speers, W; Speers, D; Howlett; Austin; vanBuchem, E; Ogilby; Torres-Hunt; Brown, M; Greppin. SECOND ROW: DiGennaro; LeBlanc; O'Brien, J.D.; O'Brien, J.B.; Sutton; Stegeman; vanBuchem, M; DeSalvo. THIRD ROW: Niles; Mein; S; Ryan; Matouk; Wang; Miller; Holcomb; McBride; B; McLean. FOURTH ROW: Washburn; Kemner; Brown, L; Mein, N; Brooke; Mandes; LeGuilloux; Colburn. BACK ROW: Hunt; Richards; Roach; T; Liefeld; McBride, E; Cheban; Odden; Walker; Price; Higgins; Lyons.
ENGLISH
FRONT ROW: Mr. Holcomb, Ms. Howlett; BACK ROW: Mr. Speers, Mrs. Speers, Ms. Matouk, Mrs. Roach, Mr. Roach, Mr. Austin.

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
ONLY ROW: Mr. vanBuchem.

SPANISH
ONLY ROW: Ms. Brown, Ms. Torres-Hunt.

FRENCH
ONLY ROW: Ms. Matouk, Mrs. Ryan, Mr. LeGuilloux.
HISTORY
ONLY ROW: Ms. Mein, Mr. Stegeman, Mr. Lyons, Mr. Richards, Mr. Brown.

SCIENCE
ONLY ROW: Mr. Colburn, Mr. Kemer, Mr. Odden, Mr. Hunt, Mr. McLean.

SACRED STUDIES
ONLY ROW: Ms. Mein, Ms. Howlett, Miss Greppin, Mr. Ogilby, Mr. Mein.

MATH
ONLY ROW: Mr. Washburn, Mr. Wang, Ms. LeBlanc, Mr. Higgins, Mr. Kemer, Mr. DeSalvo.
ARTS

ONLY ROW: Mr. Mein, Mr. Walker, Mrs. Mein, Mr. Cheban, Mr. Sutton, Mrs. van Buchem; (not pictures, Mr. Brooke).

HEADMASTER

Mr. O'Brien

COLLEGE COUNSELOR

Mr. Sutton
HEADMASTER’S OFFICE
ONLY ROW: Mrs. Washburn, Mr. O’Brien, Mrs. Loessner.

REGISTRAR’S OFFICE
ONLY ROW: Mrs. Nelson, Mrs. Samson, Mrs. Ryan.

DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
ONLY ROW: Mr. Price, Mrs. Dillman, Mrs. Holveck, Mrs. Hughes, Mrs. McBride, Ms. Taylor.

ADMISSIONS
MISSING FROM PICTURE: Mr. Niles, Mr. O’Brien, Miss Greppin, Mr. Lyons, Mr. Richards, Mr. Brooke, Mrs. Whitlock.
BUSINESS OFFICE
ONLY ROW: Mrs. Reynolds, Mrs. Simendinger, Mrs. Mannering, Mrs. Wilson, Mr. McBride.

LIBRARY
ONLY ROW: Mr. Liefeld, Mrs. Trabaudo, Mr. Mandes.

SCHOOL STORE
ONLY ROW: Mrs. Abbott, Mrs. Odden.

NURSE
ONLY ROW: Mrs. Di. Sorry, Mrs. Mashers, we love you, but we couldn't get a picture.
THE KITCHEN


HOUSEKEEPING

FRONT ROW: Guzman, E., Henry, Taylor, Woods. BACK ROW: Simmons, S., Fonseca, Simmons, T., Vasquez.

MAINTENANCE

FRONT ROW: Williams, Staats, Pechin, Connolly, Knotts. BACK ROW: Barcus, Guzman, R., Mott, Perry, Morales, Rawley.
(And formlessness.) Of course, it's only cool to eat with members of your own Form. But it's much cooler to go to the Semi-Formal with a Former in a Form that's not your Form. We form lower opinions about Formers from forms lower than ours. But our Forms provide a forum for efforts to reform the world through pizza sales, Turkey Trots, grub days and breakfast raffles. They also provide each of us with a sense of direction and belonging. And they fill up a good eight to ten pages of yearbook space.
THIRD FORM
FRONT ROW: Barnes, Ruane; Boynton, L.; Skillcorn; Wood, Brenner, K.; Batie, Ma; Abraham, Small; Harrington, K.; McBride, A.; Peters, M.; Higgins, Bourne. MIDDLE ROW: Me, Miller; Cranson; Wun, A.; Rogers, J.; Hargrove; Edwards; Skaff; Cook, McCalli; Aquilla; Rich, L.; McCandless. BACK ROW: Keevil; Bannerman; Otero; Jenkins; Yearwood; Klarsfeld; Morrisey; Fullana; Pignatello; Kiker; Kidd, Lewis; Bruckner.
FOURTH FORM
FRONT ROW: Wilson, Haynes, Brooks, Burgess, Imes, Hickok, Hammond, Bottoms, Unruh, O'Dwyer, E. Digges, Still, Rosas, O'Brien, Brown, Q.; Hard, Mello, Williams, H., Harris, Murray, Court, C.
SECOND ROW: Downs; Hughes, Newell, Butler, Court, B.; Green, Whittenburg, Kade, Leyon, de Leon, Archie, Chetkowski, Albertine.
THIRD ROW: Philipott, Slaughter, Robinson, Gaither, C.; Williams, J., McCormack, Lopez; Court, J.; Brinton, Klinefelter, Simpson, Claire, Adamopoulos.
FRONT ROW: Howe; McCoy; Fischer; von Raab; Neidig; Hance; Voorhees; Whitmoyer; Anschutz; Advocati; Vocino; An; Gunion; Bok; McBride; K.; Woodruff; Varga; Palmer; Crowley; Coleman; Pastrana.

SECOND ROW: Mr. DeSalvo; Wood; DeWire; Mechling; Topalian; Hayes; Wheelock; P.; Butters; Williamson; Hartley; Batie; Me; Wun; E.; Ellis; Rich; D.; Howson; Shaffer; Tuma; Warner; Hoopes.

THIRD ROW: Henderson; Hansen; Tonks; Woody; Peters; T.; Budetti; Weinhold; Fogelman; Armentrout; Weber; Rogers; Sole; Colon.

BACK ROW: Francisco; Cotsen; Schleber; Harrington; C.; Amarasingham; Dopkins; Hooker; Alexander; Zehner; Biddle; Lane; Wiley; Bailer; Lukes; Stebbins; Bradley; Messorre; Chesney.
FRONT ROW: Gaither, P.; Savage; Meyer; Vernon; Hall; Dunton; Woods; Wallace; Wilcox; Robbins; Schneider; Lazar; McDaniel; van Ogtrop; Males; Setze; Smith; Pierce; Sorge. SECOND ROW: Moday; Borghardt; O'Dwyer; LeFrere; Hurtt; Cameron; Bantline; Bensinger; Davies; Roselle; Boynton; J. Boggs; Goldsworthy; Joyner; Barham; Harrison; Marek. THIRD ROW: Mr. Lyons; Sherman; McCaleb; Rhodes; Frard, D.; Gibb; Brown, A.; Gubb; Wheelock, A.; Herget; Al-Faisal; Dean; Dennis. BACK ROW: Cheng; Walker; McClary; Leipheimer; Brown; C.; Fallaw; Marquez; Wood, A.; Mein; Klebl; Ravich; Carey; Miller; Blum; O'Connell; Mattson; Overton; Harrell.
And so it begins, the same as ever, of course, looking like something we’ve seen in a movie. Except the weather can’t make up its mind. And the faculty all got up and moved during the summer so they’re impossible to find. And Taylor’s a senior. Otherwise the days proceed this year as they always have, in their own peculiar and comforting regularity — it’s nice to have that to depend on. Well, maybe they’re going by a little quicker than last year. And the football team keeps winning. And a four-year-old from across the gully has more girlfriends than the entire Fourth Form? What are those girls doing on the varsity soccer’s practice field?
When you take a group of young athletes and form a team, anything can happen. After two consecutive physically and mentally abusing seasons we learned a valuable lesson. Football is not only a physical game. We learned through an extraordinary coaching staff that emotion, unity, and dedication are the three most important assets a football team can have. The team would like to thank the coaches, the school, and the manager. Our great season would not have been possible without them. Good Luck next year!
FRONT ROW: Holohan, Fullana, DeWire, Hargrove, Brown, A. Kiker, Cook. MIDDLE ROW: Yearwood, Keevil, Lopez, Butler, Downs, Jenkins, Klarsfeld. BACK ROW: Mr. Colburn, Gourdet, Mr. Perry, Mr. McLean.
Sally, what'd on your knees? ... Carter can't run today. She's gonna ice ... Damn that hill! Damn that hill! Damn that hill! ... Hey, want a soda and a reeses? ... GO LAURA! ... Marianna, Miss Greppin's apprentice ... Hum Jenny.

Next Year you'll have a full team, I swear! So go Laura, Marianna, Jenny and Sally. Kick some BOOTIE!

Love,
Cyre, Carter, and Amy
Thanks for a great year!
Seniors '90

FRONT ROW: Fallaw, Court, J.; Williamson, Newell, Philpott, Klinefelter, Blum, Mr. Brown. BACK ROW: Stebbins, Pignatello, Mein, Mechling, Claire, Francisco, Wilcox, Klebl.

Swwweeeet . . . We want (volley) balls . . . No cheese whiz . . . Joy, pain, sunshine, rain . . . elephant jumps . . . SURPRISE, MR. WANG . . . Bill's on a junior day . . . ish-ka-bibble . . . Killah . . . the pit . . . Love your manager, Edwin . . . What was that, Ms. Torres-Hunt? . . . Ohh nooo . . . Mr. Wang, what do you think of the referee with the long, brown hair? . . . Jungle ball . . . Beating Westtown in less than thirty minutes . . . up 5-0 against Archmere . . . ASHEA!!!
FRONT ROW: Coleman, Abraham, Rich, L, Barnes. BACK ROW: Mr. Walker, Harrison, Haynes; Hickok, McCandless; Small.


Weeble, Wobble and the ref falls down . . . Ohhh, I've got a secret . . . Oranges! Thax Mrs. B . . . You mean he's not a fag . . . I know where you sleep . . . Tastee Freez-nice butt . . . Pink shorts-a girl is on the way . . .
FRONT ROW: Rosas, Peters, M. Harrington, K, O'Dwyer, E; Sorge; Gunion, Diggs; Vocino, vonRaab. BACK ROW: Ms. Brown, de Leon, Uhruh; Wun, E; Wilson; McCoy; Harris; An.
THIRD FIELD HOCKEY

Camille’s sick - AGAIN . . . Push it, ya’ll! . . . You girls are in excellent shape . . . Once more around the penalty box . . .
All caps . . . KEEP!! . . . Everybody on the endline . . . WHERE is our manager? . . . Roland, can we please have some water? or something? . . . St. Andrew’s makes soccer history . . . State champs . . . Water Fight . . . Girls, keep your pants on! . . . AND A SHOT!!

Thanks Speero, Donna Beth, and Christopher for everything! Stay psyched and Good Luck next year.

Love,
Catherine

FRONT ROW: Wood, E; Shaffer, Warner; van Ogtrop, Woodruff, Varga, Archie, Cranson. BACK ROW: Mr. Speers, Ms. Speers, Ruane, Bourne; Skillcorn, Mello; Court, C; McBride, A, Williams, H, Marquez.
FRONT ROW: Al-Faisali, Cameron; Carey; McBride, T.; Gibb; Hurtti; Gubb; Moday; Wood, A.; Wheelock, A.
BACK ROW: Mr. Austin; Mr. Roach; Hayes; Wheelock, P.; Forbes-Jones; Stegeman; Bohlayer; Henderson; Hanson; Amarasingham; Biddle; Zehner; Ellis; Setze.

On the line ... Well done ... There will be no homecoming this Saturday ... We will crush them, eat their food, and have our way with their women ... sucker ... Let's open a can of ... on the line ... 35s ... Blow-pops ... the only thing you'll hurt is your face, and you don't need that in a game ... Nothin' like soccer on a moonlit night in boxers.
FRONT ROW: Topalian; Rogers; Gieske; Edwards; Brenner; G; Leyon; Toomey; Armentrout; Skaff; Bannerman; Alexander. BACK ROW: Mr. Price; McCormack; Brown; C; Armstrong; Baiter; Chesney; Harrington. C; Trosdai; Seli; O'Connell; Dennis; O'Dwyer; C; Mr. Holcomb.
FRONT ROW: Rolph, Otero, Whittenburg, Kidd, Blanton, Hamilton, Simpson, Green, Brinton, McCall. BACK ROW: Mr. Kemer, Bruckner, Rogers, Jones, Erard, S. Charlton, Morriss, Goldstein, Kade, Lewis, Mr. Carpenter.
Directed By
Hoover
Sutton

Perhaps the charm of You Can't Take It With You was the evenness of the diverse cast of characters. There were no minor roles! Cynthia Roselle sparkled as Rheba; Steve Dean was excellent in the role of Donald; Mary Neidig and James Wiley brought the house down with their antics; the audience got a big bang out of Drew Virden; Jared Ravich was, as usual, wonderfully comical as the bald Mr. DePinna; Beth Pierce performed her role very capably and with motherly charm; Andrew Butters was superb as Grandfather; Haven Hartley and Brain Tonks were especially good in their roles as the young lovers; Keith Howson aptly played two roles with ease and effectiveness; Werner Schleber, as the bombastic Kolenkov, provided many highlights throughout the play; Katherine Anschutz was excellent in her role as the stuffy Mrs. Kirby; and Amy Goldsworthy, in her two totally different characterizations, performed beautifully.

Backstage, Will Wood was responsible, along with Austin Wheelock, for the lights. He also helped Will Kirkwood construct a most memorable set. As usual, Mrs. Higgins' costumes were the backbone of the show.
And the time rolls on; there’s no stopping its punctilious passing, and the change of seasons. Snows fall, four to six inches in November. Then everyone returns for Winter Term and it’s 65 degrees. Shorts and t-shirts, followed by sub-zero wind chill, more snow, more blustery days. Taylor’s a senior and his class is getting anxious about college acceptances that seem only to trickle in amidst tears and laughter. And our teams keep winning. And indoor soccer is back, and the winter doldrums too. But we are not dismayed. Time rolls on. We move forward. After we’ve got the Snowball, the ski trip, the musical, a Model UN. And there’s spring to look forward to.
STILL ROCKIN' IN THE HOUSE THAT BULL BUILT

FRONT ROW: Fullana; Bruckner; Hargrove; Green; Leyon; Wheelock, P.; Leipheimer; Borghardt; Herget; McCall.
BACK ROW: Batie, Mel.; Schleberi; Weinhold; Hayes; Walker; Peters, T.; Ellis; Sherman; Hooker; Rhodes; Colon; Philpott; Hughes.
Thank you to Ms. LeBlanc and the 1989-1990 Girl’s Basketball team for such a fun, successful season. Our hard work finally paid off as we ended the season second in the conference. Whoever thought we would come so far? Good luck to all of you in the seasons to come. We’ll miss you. Love, The Captains
The 1989-1990 Varsity Basketball team led by captains Scott McClary and David McCaleb enjoyed a strong year—they finished second in the Independent Conference and compiled a winning record, one of the best records in the last ten years. With starters Thad McBride, Brett Hansen, James Wiley, and Troy Robinson returning, prospects for the future look bright.
FRONT ROW: Butler; Fogelman; Biddle; Simpson.
BACK ROW: Mr. Austin; Gaither, C.; Rogers, J.; Budetti; Jones; Jenkins; Toomey; Gieske; Digges.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

V AND THIRD

FRONT ROW: damopoulos; Cook; staff; Otero. BACK DW: Yearwood; ker; Virden; rorriss; Klarsfeld; ir. Walker.

ONT ROW: 57
To the mighty, mighty squash team: Thanks to Ms. Greppin, Mr. duPont, and all the girls. Yahoo . . . Number one at Mercersburg and a winning season. Keep it up next year; we’ll miss y’all. Much love, The Captains.
FRONT ROW: Goldsworthy, Roselle, Woods, Vernon. BACK ROW: Mr. duPont; Neidig, Vorhees, O'Dwyer, E., Still, Rosas, Ms. Greppin.
Statistics can't show the quality of play and sportsmanship of the 1989-1990 men's squash team. The team improved throughout the season as we charged into battle against talented opponents. A win over Shipley and Callen's victory in the Delaware State Squash Tournament were triumphs for us all. Post-match Big Macs and the camaraderie enjoyed within our vehicle during away matches wrapped up the year. Best o' luck to next year's team! — ACD
FRONT ROW: Alexander, Zehner, Williamson. BACK ROW: Mr. Liefeld, Butters, Keevil, Rolph, Mr. duPont.
The winter musical, *Sugar*, was more than a success. With its intricate comical theme, rousing choral numbers and hilarious solos, it demanded a high level of talent and flexibility of the entire cast. All of the actors had to adapt themselves to the challenge of unfamiliar roles, but they met this challenge head on and exceeded every expectation. The chorus girls’ dancing, the millionaires’ gallivanting and the ominous tapping of the Chicago gang made the group scenes memorable, while the comical qualities of Sweet Sue (Sunita Bai
Directed
By
Hoover
Sutton

han), Bienstock (Jesse Mechling), Sir Osgood Fielding (Steve Boh-layer) and Spats Palazzo (Niki Smith) won loud bursts of applause from audiences on three successive nights. A fo-
cus was brought to the production by the char-
acters of Joe/Josephine, played by Adams Wood and Jerry/Daph-
ne, played by David Blanton. And, of
course, what would the show have been without its namesake, Sugar, portrayed
by Anna Vocino? All of this talent was
fused into an exciting production under
the guidance of Hoover Sutton, director;
Marc F. Cheban, musical director; and
Niki Smith '90, choreographer. Linda
Schneider '90 collaborated with Will Kirk-
wood, Peter Brooke, Lee Higgins and the
tech crew to produce sets and costumes
that worked together so well the produc-
tions of Sugar appeared to come off with
an ease that belied the time and effort
put in by all. But that does not bother the
people involved with the 1989/1990 winter
musical — their reward is in knowing
they were "Doin' it for Sugar."
So what do you do with your free time? *What* free time, you ask? There *is* no free time! But who belongs to the French Club, Spanish Club, SAC, SADD, the Stock Market Club, and the Vegetable Rights Club? Where did all the club photos for this section of the book come from? Who lights the candles in Chapel and polishes the brasses? Who plants new trees and recycles cans?

It's clubs. Clubs are good for you. Clubs are what you do when you should be doing something else.
CONCERT CHOIR

CHOIR  STAGE BAND
CONCERT BAND

ANDREAN CARDINAL
THE VESTRY

LECTORS

ACOLYTES

SACRISTANS
SADD

FRENCH CLUB  SPANISH CLUB
MODEL U.N.

STOCKMARKET CLUB

S.A.C.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB

THE SHACK

FORESTRY
THE PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB PRESENTS:
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF S.A.S.
GARBAGE PIT
MUTT
And The
ELECTRIC STUD
DOGS

MAXWELL'S
LITTLE
DEVIL

JESTER
JAMES + TOM
AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL

ANIMAL
WELFARE
AWARENESS

ODYSSEY
Of The
MIND
Here’s where the character of the school resides — the corridors. They’re all so different — like people. Each corridor develops its own personality, depending upon which side of the gully it’s on, or whether it faces the pond. Some corridors are “skanky,” some aren’t. Some corridors have birthday parties almost every night, some don’t. Some like to party on the weekend. Some do it all week long. Some actually study seriously during study hours. Others are completely empty! The fact is, for nine months out of a year, the corridors are our homes. We get half a room, a bed, a desk, a closet, and a corridor master looking over our shoulder at all hours of the day and night. It’s not the pits, but it’s not the Ritz.
HILLES CORRIDOR
GARBAGE PELL KIDS

TOOTIE FRUITY

MONO LISA

ACNE AMY

JUST JEN

FAILIN' PAILIN

LED GREPPLIN

TACKY TINA

HYSTERIC MAREK

LAURA LAURA

PICK-ME WHITNEY


Thanks Miss Greppin & Gunther.
Puddles... stinky trashcan... ant colony on the wall... "New Kid" Little Dickie... awesome threesome...
"catch me"... Me So Horny... Rachel, get off the phone!... shaving cream fight... broken vacuums-
burning rubber... phantom crapper... hi guys, howya doin'... Gretchen there's a man at my window...
(10:25 p.m.) Can I go make oodles of noodles?... the big hand's on the four... blue light depression sessions...
oh sad... Nanny's hangin' tough... "Beaches"... Grease... Catherine and Cyre's aerobic workout...
midnight senior chows... the Sheera room is possessed... fridge raid... smokin' in the girl's room
SCHMOLZE CORRIDOR

AD, Elvis, Fish, strong. MC, Yogi, Conor the Barbarian, Geeski, Skeetor, Pig Pen, Bonts, The Prefect, Brown, Squeaker, Boo-Boo, Brainiac, Ralph, Lex, Louis Safer, Tex, Ice Pick. Worthless Resident-asleep in his room.
VOORHEES
"We'd stay up all night tryin' to find the right rhymes
And we were fightin' the good fight, hangin' on to the good times."
-Little Feat
Man on corridor! ... Guys on corridor? ... Bathroom rush hour ... The great flood ... Christina-the electric woman ... Smartfood ... Sleep talk ... Wedgie wars ... Mega marks ... I'm on duty ... I don't see you ... Lights out ... Lights back on in ten minutes ... Jenny, you're late ... socket talk ... Busted Again!

You're late, tell me a good story ... The corridor triples ... The red dress ... Stereo Wars ... the 3rd stall ... We were just talking, honest ... Heather-Come on in guys ... Yahweh is my way ... Hunk ... This is a white flag ... It's difficult to lend out clothes when you're asleep!

Dead Kids On The Block ... Jen—there is a poster on your head ... and, can we have a doughnut ... CHERISH ... Well, I had good intentions, y'all ... Leslie - don't tell a story ... A Jenny original ... Hell-ooo!

Picky Niki? ... Picky Christina!!! ... I need fulfillment-I need to give birth ... Niki—you have to find a man ... Another 24 hour romance! ... They broke up- who broke up ... Were they going out? ... Who's next ... The bells are ringing ... Just a word of caution ... A cornfield wipeout ... I feel like I'm in ____ Pre-school ... Courtney, he likes you ... da! ... Country club bathroom ... Another corridor meeting ... Wake them up to make sure they're not dead ... Night inspections ... Inspecting my closet!? ... Linda slept in the common room again ... Well, I feel like a Pre-school teacher! ... Thanks for a great year- We'll miss you. Try to be SAINTS; even though you are REBELS. Remember Lower Moss '89-'90 Breaking Hearts.
BAUM CORRIDOR
K CORRIDOR
Here are some things that we want you to remember after we leave: exam doughnut run... Cynthia. Ed called or was it Lee. Moover?... Mr. Holcomb's version of "Respect"... balcony... Hola... Eunice... VI, sort of... mint or wintergreen lifesavers... seance at Miss LeBlanc's... Melissa/Marianna love wars... Wade or Harvey?... who should I scam on?... Clotthe me. Em... Amanda, the waitress... the Jackson Five... The mud masks and Ann... Virginia's cheese and Haven's... wine... Kelly's birthday car trouble... Sinfull's country music... 12 trips to the psychiatrist... Jill, your mom rang... I was saved by the sound of Michael's song... Kate and Andy's Satan worship... Rojay's Tesarus... permanent marker wars... Wawa, they're tiny... Lynette and Ann-clarinets in the hallway... Laura, Kelly, and Ann's food supply... TP and LS-late means lipstick... Lynette and Tina, what does single mean?... Ann- when did you and James get together?... Em's contagious laugh... Kentucky and South Carolina chicks... Linda's dancing flower... other boy common room mascots... Have a great senior year-it goes faster than you think! We LUUUV YEEEW!! -The Seniors
THANKS
FOR
EVERYTHING
MRS. DI!

Mrs. Ginny DiGenaro has been with St. Andrew's since 1974, caring for students and faculty day in and day out. To quote Mr. O’Brien: "Mrs. Di's dedication is quite rare. ... most generally found in boarding school nurses ... most generally tend to stay at a school for no longer than a year or two. Her skill, compassion, and devotion are unsurpassed." Mrs. Di has run an infirmary for the past 15 years that has been a haven from the stress of everyday life at St. Andrew's.

Thank you so much Mrs. Di for all the time and effort you have put into keeping us all on our feet and healthy.
This year's senior class is such a diverse group of individuals that we find it difficult to summarize, in one paragraph, the character of the class, so we are letting each person speak for him or herself on his or her senior page. We are grateful for such diversity. Thanks guys!
SENIORS
SENIOR SUPERLATIVES: MEN

Class Flirt: Taylor Cameron
Best Dressed: Marcus Overton
Best Physique: Greg Rhodes
Class Clown: Clay Herget
Biggest Party Animal: Dave Erard
Class Stud: Jeff Miller
Best Looking: Mike Harrell
Cutest Smile: Mike Harrell
Best Legs: Stef Moday
Best Rear View: Earl Walker
Most Athletic: Callen Hurtt
Cutest Couple: Mac Wilcox
Most Rowdy: John LeFrere
Most Mellow: Mike O'Connell
Most School Spirit: Jared Ravich
Biggest Couch Potato: Steve Dean
Most Likely to Succeed: Khalid Al-Faisal
Biggest Brainiac: Conor O'Dwyer
Class Hick: Dave McCaleb
Biggest Gossip: Joaquin Gubb
Most Obnoxious: John LeFrere
Biggest Preppy: Callen Hurtt
Teachers' Pet: Leipy
Messiest: Phil Sherman
Best Personality: Chris Brown
Senior Superlatives: Women

Class Flirt: Ridie Lazar
Best Dressed: Jen Vernon
Best Physique: Cyre Boggs
Class Clown: Sarah Savage
Biggest Party Animal: Catherine van Ogtrop
Class Studette: Amy Goldsworthy
Best Looking: Cyre Boggs
Cutest Smile: Carey McDaniel
Best Legs: Kim Setze
Best Rear View: Claire Hall
Most Athletic: Gretchen Bensinger
Cutest Couple: Carter Meyer
Most Rowdy: Catherine van Ogtrop
Most Mellow: Liz Dunton
Most School Spirit: Niki Smith
Biggest Couch Potato: Beth Pierce
Most Likely to Succeed: C.C. Davies
Biggest Brainiac: Emily Balentine
Class Hickette: Cynthia Roselle
Biggest Gossip: Ridie Lazar
Most Obnoxious: Ridie Lazar
Biggest Preppy: Liza Wallace
Teachers' Pet: Pailin Gaither
Messiest: Erin Marek
Best Personality: Niki Smith
THE CLASS OF 1990:

Ridie Lazar - prime-time talk show host
Gretchen Bensinger - cheerleader
Mildred Joyner - tan
Cyre Boggs - headmistress of SAS
Catherine vanOgtrop - a nun
Pailin Gaither - atheist
Amy Goldsworthy - aerobics instructor at Club Med
Christina Robbins - owner of Hershey's Chocolate Company
C.C. Davies - on time
Sunita Barhan - in a bad mood
Liza Wallace - frowning
Niki Smith - Solid Gold dancer
Stef Moday - motivated
Adams Wood - reggae singer
Conor O'Dwyer - IRA radical
Andrew Dennis - Ranger Rick
John LeFrere - headmaster of SAS
Mike O'Connell - Axl Rose
Mike Harrell - shaving
Mac Wilcox - President of United States
Nick Blum - braindead
Phil Sherman - WWF wrestler
Giles Borghardt - founder of Coca-Cola recycling company
Rob Mattson - Sea Colony lifeguard
Jeff Miller - still a Sea Colony lifeguard
Chris Klebl - mall security
Carter Meyer - First Lady
Liz Dunton - married to the mob
Steve Dean - professional athlete
Amanda Woods - shoe sales person
Mike Fallaw - mattress tester
Marcus Overton - wearing purple polyester
Roland Marquez - ballboy at the U.S. Open
20 YEARS FROM NOW

Khalid Al-Faisal - poor
Clay Herget - used car salesman
Andre Brown - army colonel
Austin Wheelock - computer chip salesman
Tim Gibb - owner of a strip joint
Greg Rhodes - Gold's Gym manager
David Erard - head of the mob
Dave McCaleb - TOP GUN
Matt Carey - modest
Earl Walker - Mr. Olympia
Chris Brown - periodontist
Taylor Cameron - Chippendale dancer
Callen Hurtt - married to Carey McDaniel
Jared Ravich - game show host
Scott McClary - cradle robber
Leipy - feminist democrat
Mark Cheng - Andre Agassi
Joaquin Gubb - commando
Erin Marek - president and owner of ACME Janitorial Equipment Co.
Beth Pierce - pastry chef
Molly Sorge - glue factory owner
Jen Vernon - Gucci bag lady
Linda Schneider - Playboy Bunny
Jill Harrison - Prime Minister
Claire Hall - in the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue
Andrew Mein - the Jolly Green Giant
Jen Boynton - Star Search Comedian
Kim Setze - weather girl
Cynthia Roselle - Yankee housewife
Emily Balentine - teacher at S.A.S.
Sarah Savage - tour guide at the Alamo
Carey McDaniel - Mrs. William C. Hurtt
Kamillah Males - nice
Some people see things as they are and ask why? I see things as they could be and ask why not?
R. Kennedy

CREED:
Music
Poetry
Dance
Unity
--J. Jackson

Think where man's glory most beings and ends. And say my glory was I had such friends.
Yeats

Thanks to all of my teachers, friends, and others who have somehow affected my life. Special thanks to my family, Lower East '87 - '88 "M" '88 -'89, Lower Moss '89 - '90, CBH, JLB, AEG, JK, KM, BEL, JBV, TMP, PSM, The McClary's, JPNA, MCM, & The Roach's I love you all and I could not have done it without
-Niki

Goodbye is not worth while
T. Hardy
We cannot live together
We cannot live apart
That's the situation
I've known it from the start.
Every time I look at you
I can't see the future
Cos you know I know baby
I don't wanna go.
-Genesis

How lucky I have been to have known someone or something that made leaving hard.
-Unknown

I want to thank everyone who I have met or known along the way and all those who have helped me out at one time or another. I especially want to thank DCP, MWB, RRL, CSM, CBH, PSM, BEL, EAJ, and WSS (well, was it worth the decision?). Above all, I want to thank my brother, my sister, and my parents who made this all possible. I love you.
If You Haven't, Then You Should. These Things Are Fun And Fun Is Good.
Dr. Seuss

In Every Friend We Loose A Part Of Ourselves, And The Best Part.
Alexander Pope
She finally, unwillingly, recognized the fact that he could fulfill his own destiny ...

-Piers Anthony

And though he tried to look properly severe for his students, Fletcher Seagull suddenly saw them as they really were, just for a moment, and more than liked, he loved what it was he saw. No limits, Jonathan? he thought, and he smiled. His race to learn had begun.

-Richard Bach

Who wills Can.
Who tries Does.
Who loves Lives.

-Anne McCaffrey

My heart's in the Highlands, my heart is not here.
My heart's in the Highlands a-chasing the deer,
Chasing the wild deer and following the roe,
My heart's in the Highlands wherever I go.

-Robert Burns

The Road Goes Ever on and on,
Down from the door where it began.
Now far ahead the road has gone,
And I must follow if I can.
Pursuing it with weary feet
Until it joins some larger way,
Where many paths and errands meet,
And whither then I cannot say.

-J.R.R. Tolkien
Pailin Gaither

Thanks to both Moms and Dads, Carps, DeSalvo, Miss Greppin, Mr. Mandes, Mrs. Mein, Mr. and Mrs. Odden, and Mr. Tton! Special thanks to Sharman, from in. Good Luck, Chris, And of course all you Upper Hellians!

Love,
Erin and Pailin

"All you need are a few of your friends and the desire to celebrate the day with play."
- The New Games Book

All posed irresolutely, watching us go,
As if out on the end of an event
Waving goodbye
To something that survived it.
- Philip Larkin

To laugh often and love much; to win the respect of persons and the affection of children ... to know that even one life has breathed easier because you have lived — this is to have succeeded.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Rabbit—"There's just one thing I wanted to ask you, Eeyore. What happens to Christopher Robin in the morning nowadays?"
Eeyore—"What does Christopher Robin do in the morning? He learns. He becomes Educated. He instigorates—I think that is the word he mentioned, but I may be referring to something else—he instigorates Knowledge. In my small way I also, if I have the word right, am am doing what he does."
- The Tao of Pooh
If it's too hard, don't do it.
Rob Mattson

Three may keep a secret, if two of them are dead.
Ben Franklin

This is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.
Winston Churchill

If a man has not found something he will die for, he is not fit to live.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

He that lives upon hope will die fasting.
Ben Franklin

KHALID SAUD AL-FAISAL

Thanks to: RCH, WSS, KES, GCR, TDG, EJ, DTR, JPNA, KM, NYS, DPD, WDH, RHS
The best thing you've done for me is help me take my life this seriously.
-Indigo Girls

He who lives without tobacco is not worthy to live.
-Molier

Neekot Man! -RCH

Hey, you, get off of my cloud.
-Stones

RICHARD CLAIBORNE HERGET
They say there's a heaven for those who will wait
Some say it's better but I say it ain't
I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints —
Sinners are much more fun and only the good die young.

--- Billy Joel

All my love and thanks for making this possible:
MOM, DAD, ART, GCR, SSC, MC, GB, DCP, WDH, HOOV, KES, KSF. And of course Mary J.

WINDOWMAKERS!!
I'll be in the weight room.
Hey Bo, what's the girl's name?
No! Those are my boxers.
Mom and Dad thank you very much for everything. Sorry I didn’t write more often. A special thanks to all my pals: TDG, SSC, EEW, KSF MAW. Mr. DeSalvo and Mrs. Miller I hope you know how special you are to me. Finally, thanks to the Stewarts and the Roberts. You are my favorite people in the world.

I want to be sedated
---The Ramones
I feel the future in the hands of our youth will be safe. No more lies. Old tired fools tell our future with tarot cards, and lie of crime. The lines on their faces so deep, a revolution, or reach out, and touch the day. We're overdue child. Change. Now it's time for change, nothing stays the same. Now it's time for change. I'll change. I'll change. Not tomorrow, but today.

I used to follow, yes that's true. But now my following days are over, and I've just got to follow through.

I need to change, I need to change. Now it's time for change, nothing stays the same. Now it's time for change. I'll change. I'll change. Not tomorrow, but today.

Dream until your dreams come true.

Your crime is time and it's 18 and life to go.

We'll get higher and higher, straight up and fly.

There is something you ought to know. I'll tell you, Park Avenue is just Skid Row.
Yesterday a child came out to wander,  
Caught a dragonfly inside a jar,  
Fearful when the sky was full of a thunder,  
And tearful at the falling of a star.  
   Joni Mitchell

Four strong winds that blow lonely.  
Seven seas that run high.  
All those things that don't change come what may  
But our good times our all gone  
And I'm bound for movin' on.  
I'll look for you if I'm ever back this way.  
   Ian Tyson

To those whom I couldn't have gotten through this school without:  
My family and "ME", L.W., S.B., G.B., L.S., and Mokey HOe

Betty! Whooe! Whooe!
Take a backward look . . . Another yet the same. I'm nobody, who are you? Are you nobody too?

Jill Harrison
U.K, O,K!

The days that make us happy make us wise.
     Masefield.

We live by Admiration, Hope and Love.
     Wordsworth.

Thankyou "M" for your "awesomeness" and SAS for your influence.

Thankyou Mom for being Mum.

Good luck class of '90.

Think only of the past as its remembrance gives you pleasure.

     -Jane Austin
Under the new made clouds and happy as the heart was long,
In the sun born over and over,
I ran my heedless ways,
My wishes raced through the house high hay
And nothing I cared, at my sky blue trades, that time allows
In all his tuneful turning so few and such morning songs
Before the children green and golden
Follow him out of grace.
-Dylan Thomas

I will leave earth
with my shoes tied,
as if the walk
could cut bare feet.
-Robert Lowell

Thanks to NYS, KM, EPG, EMW,
SMB, DTR, Mom and Dad, EBR,
NAC, and MPM and KCM.
CARTER MEYER
Half of the time we're gone and we don't know where.

These are the times to remember because they will not last forever.

If life is a joke, why am I the only one laughing?

Thanks: Vern, Acme, Ibit, Niki, Squirt, CyO, Dyre, Reeba, Carey, Sarah, and Hirbutt! Thanks, LeeLee, for 12 great years! Luv Ya! I love you Mom, Dad, and Nerds! ... Flighty Froufie Fun; On ess, Hele Darnly; Stop amp what's; Just don't talk, it's so much better when yo just don't talk; X-country heart attack; Spring break "86, my bashes.

More fun was never had by a more colorful group of idiots.

Those crazy nights, I do recall, were the best times most of all.
CATHERINE
van OGTROP

You gotta sit down funny face
Let your laughter fill the room.
Light up your golden smile
Take away all your gloom —
Let your laughter fill the room.
-Van Morrison

Thank you Mom, Dad, ABAvO, MAvO, ACM, EDD, JBV, AEG, NYS, CSM, RRL, CTB, DNE, Tofer, Anna, GLB, JBW, TFC, RGM, KEKS, KM, JSHL, and GLeB for everything!
He took his vorpal sword in hand:
Long time the manxome foe he sought-
So rested he by the Tumtum tree,
And stood awhile in thought.
— Lewis Carroll

My townspeople, beyond in the great world,
are many with whom it were far more
profitable for me to live than here with you.
these whirr about me calling, calling!
and for my own part I answer them, loud as I can,
but they, being free, pass!
I remain! Therefore, listen!
For you will not soon have another singer.
— William Carlos Williams
I don't know half of you half as well as I should like; and I like less than half of you half as well as you deserve.
- Bilbo Baggins

INGREDIENTS: Figs preserved with sulfur dioxide, sugar, enriched wheat flour (contains niacin, reduced iron, thiamine mononitrate [Vitamin B1], riboflavin [Vitamin B2]), corn syrup, animal or vegetable shortening (lard or partially hydrogenated soybean oil with hydrogenated cottonseed oil), high fructose corn syrup, whey, salt, yellow corn flour, baking soda and artificial flavor.

It is bad to live in town, too many of the lustful live there. Flee, my friend, into your solitude .... flee to where the raw rough wind blows. He who climbs the highest mountains laughs at all tragedies, real or imaginary.
- Friedrich Nietzsche

What a waste it is to lose one's mind- or not to have a mind ... How true that is.
- Dan Quayle
Extra Special Thanks to My Father, My Mother, Ishneila Nana and Pott, John and Hannah Lyons, without all of you it would have been even more difficult

Thanks to The Fellas of the classes of '88 and '90 KC, MC, NCB, HW, LS, CSM, AH, EH, KSAR, Gaby, Popo

You are the type of person who is always there, whether bad or good, and you are certainly the type who you hate having to go against, and even hate having on your own side, but always fun to compete against.

Know your shit!!!

It's time for me to travel on, Ramblin' on, singin' my song

I'll be back,

Peace is an end to a means, but violence is the means to the end.
MARCUS OVERTON

Life is to some people unbearable
Commit suicide and that's terrible
Wasn't much too much or nothing big
If you live my life you'll be fighting to live
Life is to me my main asset
I'll be doing allright and keep it just like that
Life is too short would you agree
While I'm living my life don't mess with me
You can take back all the things you give but

If it ain't rough
It ain't me
- Ren

They said it was all about knowledge and now;
I feel like I got most of it all
DOC

You can't be what you're not
So you better start living with what you got
-Lyte

Life is to some people heaven on earth
Living every single day for what it is worth
I live my life just how I please
satisfying one person, I know that's me
No time to waste get on the case
can't be down because you need to taste the good life
Livin like a king on the throne
getting everything you wanted trying to handle your own
It's your life. Don't be stupid though
cause when you waste it, you'll know life is . . . . . . . too short.
MIKE, MIKE, NICK & JARED
I'm a tail dragger
I wipe out my tracks.
Well, I get what I want,
And I don't come creeping back.

-Howlin' Wolf

Econolodge

I know a place where
dreams
come true, and if
you want to go,
I can take you.

-Ray Kinsella

432 Roach Ave.

od, I love baseball!

-Roy Hobbes
FISH DON'T HAVE NERVES.

School is one of the greatest institutions; they just shouldn't let students in.

--Mr. Stegeman
On my way, getting down, Trying to find higher ground.
- The Feelies

...refraining from doing something you can, in a sense, do nothing.
- Prophet Ogilby

Some sleep, Oh sleep, the certain knot of peace
the baiting place of wit, the balm of woe,
the poor man's wealth, the prisoner's release,
the indifferent judge between the high and low . . .
- Sir Philip Sidney
The art of living does not consist in preserving and clinging to a particular mood of happiness, but in allowing happiness to change its form without being disappointed by the change; for happiness, like a child, must be allowed to grow up.
-Charles Langbridge Morgan

Your future lies before you like freshly fallen snow. Be careful where you walk for every step will show.

Ay, there are some good things in life that fall not away with the rest. And, of all best things upon earth, I hold that a faithful friend is the best.

All my love and thanks to Mom, Dad, Sheela, JDO'B, HCS, MFC, DPD, and of course, EMW.

Freinds depart, and memory takes them To her caverns, pure and deep.
-Thomas Haynes Bayly
Let me live them over again. You did not enjoy them as I did; you appeared tired the whole time. I believe you were glad we danced no longer; but I would have given worlds— all the worlds one ever has to give— for another half hour.

-Jane Austen

Another day in the life of pleasing children.

-Dad

... that smile we would aspire to.

-William Shakespeare

And when you've found another soul who sees into your own, take good care of each other.

-Jackson Browne

Thanks for being my roomie.

-EMW and SMB

Mom, Dad, Mary Buff, Scotty, and Matty- Thank you for your never ending love and support. To my other "family" (SMB and HCS). But he hardest thing to give up was saying, thinking, being we. And also to JHVGP- thanks for all you re.
The only reward of virtue is virtue; the only way to have a friend is to be one.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
BRIAN E. LEIPHEIMER
“LEIPY”

... for the means of grace, and for the hope of glory ...

Thanks to: Mom, Dad, PSM, Mr. & Mrs. M, SLB, The Bs, The Ms, NYS, TP, SS, MFC, AWR, Mr. & Mrs. Mein, Big Guy, N & P, ERH, Mr. Brown, CO’D, and to the man who shaped my life, JLL.

Good-bye St. Andrew’s and especially my little girl: I’m moving on now, but always remember that I shall cherish you forever.
Leipy

Dew me ... Go home! ... Quarter pounder with cheese ... What happened, where did it go? ... Wanna play? ... Clockwork ... Nice move heimer ... F the T’s, tell BP to B on my P ... G.I. Jason ... The belt ... Channel your stress ... Preppy handbook ... Weasel man & Kamahla ... 28 in Bio ... Luna ... Happy Birthday ... Leip, $15 if you ... Ayyyy No! ... Leip bag the formality ... The 4 ... 6 o’clock wake-up call ... McFly ... Thank you for playing ... all-nighters ... Dew me again ... Leipy’s house for Spring Break ... Wendy’s ... He’ll think lesser of you as a person ... Why can’t he watch the movie here? ... He’s not hungry, he’s playing basketball ... Big Balls ... Roner ... I’m bigger, you’re better ... Niceness ... Nice dumbell, Reed ... Steve will be sleeping here tonight ... Chessy ... The “catch” ... Phone steal ... Meow ... Pat, did you forget to pay? ... Tree ... Me first or you first? ... Married women ... Good book, P ... Dew me again ... Beamer’s T o ... Find me ... Whaa-bammy! ... Sue D ... Dennis died ... KNH on Hallow ... L.G. ... Come back in a few y ... Animal crackers ... Puny man! Chica ... The “classroom” ... All need is a little practice ... Check your weight ... I really like history — will you go out with me — I want to be a history teacher someday ... pizza box ...
For those who shared his life, it was his passion — his desire, curiosity, daring, his unique mix of grace and aggression — that made him a star. He represented for them the sense of infinite possibility, the raw quick of life that is embodied in the image of youth. His loss is our diminution; the memory of his abiding promise is our hope.

We accomplished what we set out to do; now it is only fitting to tell the world that it is time to say farewell to the Bad Boys.

That you are here- That life exists and identity, That the powerful play goes on, and you may contribute a verse.

You're never too young to die. You have to live life to the fullest.

And when you finally fly away, I'll be hoping that I served you well. For all of the wisdom of a lifetime, No one call ever tell.

The past is for remembering. Thanks for sharing the memories.
Don't Let it bring you down.
-Neil

ROLAND MARQUEZ  ADAMS WOOD
So long honey babe; where I’m bound, I can’t tell.
- Bob Dylan

I could be happy the rest of my life with my cinnamon girl.
- Neil

Pets! We have no pets! It’s not that I hate them; I just don’t like them very much.
— A. C. Marquez

Here’s hopin all the days ahead won’t be as bitter as the ones behind you. Be an optimist instead, and somehow happiness will find you. Forget what happened yesterday; I know that better things are on the way.
— The Kinks

Been in this Quarry my whole life.
— Garbage Pit Mutt and the Electric Studdogs

Once you were tethered, now you are free; that was the river, this is the sea.
— The Waterboys

Brutalize me with music.
- Bob Marley

Special thanks to: WDH, DTR, Cal, Taylor, Brown, Ad, RRL and Mom & Dad.
kim setze

Love's never easy to lose, my friend -Edie Brickell

Here I stand.
I can do no other.
God help me.
Amen.

-Martin Luther

To all those I'd like to thank — Thank you.
KM - thank you for everything and I'll always, always love you
The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.

Martin Luther King Jr.

In complete darkness we are all the same. It is only our knowledge and wisdom that separate us. Don't let your eyes deceive you.

J. Jackson '89

Music is a sanctuary. We will play on.

--Soul 11 Soul

Thanks to TMP, NYS, SAS, EMR, DTR, and all my other friends; I appreciate all you have done for me.

To LC, RS, and KS, the three people without whom my life would be incomplete: I could not live without you. Thank you for everything.

Love Kamillah

To my family, especially mom, words can not express my thanks to you. You will always be a part of me. Thanks.

I love you,

Vanilla
A man who lives without tobacco is not fit to live.
Though it is never pleasant to convey the news that we will not be able to offer you a space at this time ... Have a happy Holiday season.
Dean of admissions,
Davidson College

I feel no pain dear mother now,
But oh I am so dry.
O take me to a brewery.
And leave me there to die.
-Unknown-

Football in 1989 - the team of generation keep up the tradition.

Thanks for keeping us straight study. P.S. ho its a boy.
Despite our complaints, these were the times of our lives. Together, through our friendships, we endured times of joy and periods of sorrow, none of which will ever be forgotten.

A special thanks to: The fellas, RMC, JLL, ACM, PHH, MTH, MWW, BDW, BLM, LRM, KWM, and JCM. (We could not have done it without you.)
“Go back?” he thought. “No good at all! Go sideways? Impossible! Go forward? Only thing to do! On we go!” So up he got, and trotted along with his little sword held in front of him and one hand feeling the wall, and his heart all of a patter and a pitter.

J. R. R. Tolkien

Certain things they should stay the way they are. You ought to be able to stick them in one of those big glass cases and just leave them alone. I know that’s impossible, but it’s too bad anyway.

J. D. Salinger

Form should never precede substance, except with good bourbon and a Kentucky Gentleman. With those, form determines substance,

— Joseph Edward Mainous, Jr

CYNTHIA ROSELLE

They can’t change you, but you can make them think they have.

- Arthur Dowling

To my friends and my family (especially Arthur) - thank you. You know who you are!
I could not stay there; for I had things to do, and a promise to keep. However, when I left I carried the memory of that place As if it were a diamond in my pocket.
Mark Helprin

LINDA JANE SCHNEIDER

Before you say hello to tomorrow, you must first say goodbye, and goodbye to yesterday turned out to be the hardest thing I've ever had to say,
Katy Fischer

Pooh, promise you won't forget me ever, because if I though you would, I wouldn't leave.
Christopher Robin

To all of my friends and family, thank you, I love you all very much. Especially Mom, Amy, Mark, PWB, AWW, JLW, and RRL.
Oooops!
-Nick Blum

Steve! How do you get your hair so curly!
-Christian Ambros

Thanks to: Mom and Dad, Nickel, Speedy, DAW, AWR, PWB, MSS, Christi Libi, Heather W., 86H menthol, the snow gods, hairgel, und das gute deutsche Bier
No woman, no cry.
Bob Marley

No way, I didn’t know girls had armpit hair!
Nick Blum
'I'm afraid you've got a bad egg Mr. Jones!'

-Oh no, my Lord, I assure you, parts of it are excellent.

-Punch

Everybody seems to think I'm lazy
I don't mind, I think they're crazy
Running everywhere at such a speed
Until they find there's no need

-The Beatles

My deepest gratitude to Mom, HGS, DPD, JLL, MMB, MB, FHH, ALvR, MSN, and anybody else who thinks they deserve it.
Consistency is the last refuge of the small mind.
- Oscar Wilde

There are three kinds of lies- lies, damn lies, and statistics.
- Disraeli

Workers of the world, unite! You have nothing to lose but your chains.
- Karl Marx

Even a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.
- Mao Tse-tsong

The human brain is like a enormous fish- it's fat and slimy, and has gills through which it can see. Should one of these gills fail to open, the messages transmitted by the lungs cannot reach the brain. It's as simple as that.
- Monty Python

We are not amused.
- Queen Victoria
Man is born free, and everywhere he is in chains.
- Rousseau

Hey dude, are you sure your not from Venus or something?

Thank you Mom, Mr. Ogilby, Mrs. Mein and friends for a time, place, and friends I'll never forget.

Live as you will have wished to have lived when you are dying.
- Gellert

"To go nowhere and do nothing"
- Taoist trad. T'sai Hsü

"My name is Ozymandias, king of kings: Look on works, ye Mighty, and despair!"
- Percy Shelley
"There is nothing-absolutely nothing half so much worth doing as simply messing about in boats."
-Ratte
_The Wind in the Willows_

Thank you so much Mom, Dad, PMW, MFC, PSM, NAM, RHS, HCS, GAB, JPNA, and all of my friends for a wonderful four years.
Special Thanks: Mom, Dad, Mo, Cus, Mike H., Polly, Dwane and the boys, Roach, fatties, and my fourth form fattie crew.
"You've got a teflon brain that nothing sinks into."

- John Niles

Special thanks: To my friends- John L., Marcus O., Mike O., Mike H., and the rest. Take it easy. To my friends at home- To Mr. Roach. Extra special thanks to Mom and Dad.

Yea- that's all.
George once said to me
and I quote:
He said never wait or hesitate
Get in kid before it's too late
You may never get another chance
'Cause youth some ask
but it don't last
Live it long and live it fast
Georgie was a friend of mine.
Rod Stewart

A wasted day is that in which
we have not laughed.
Chamfort
And I just have to laugh when I recall the time.
-Little Feat

Live all you can; it's a mistake not to. It doesn't much matter what you do, so long as you have your life. If you haven't had that, what have you had?
—Henry James

I have more memories than if I were a thousand years old.
-Baudelaire
Thanks Smen, Squirt, Acme, Ibbit, Funky, NYS, the 3rd form cools, and Mom and Dad. I love ya!

Where do we go now? G + R
These are the days we will remember
These are the friends we will have forever.
This was a one time thing.

ANK YOU MOM. DAD. SDN. CCA.
FER. ACME. IBBIT. FUNKY. AVR AND N. I COULD NOT HAVE SURVIVED THOUT YOU!
PHILIP SHERMAN

We just are -
  The Taoists

I feel good enough to punch a little kid in the head -
  Seth Dopkins

He who laughs last is usually the dumbest kid on the block -
  Anonymous

Special thanks to RMC, AWR, JLL, JAH, JTH, PSM, Tim and anyone else who wants it
It'd be nice to fulfill everyone's expectations, but all I can do is just to go out and play my tennis to the best of my ability.

-Andre Agassi

Thanks to everyone who helped me make it this far. You know who you are, but especially MPP, JFM, TAP, MLO, SGR, CHD, RCH, MBB, AACK, DTR, DMW, ELK, Scoob, JTH, TDO, JSL, the Ho family, Mr. Oscar L. Sebastian, and Mom & Dad.

---

Heaven only knows what lies before me, Heaven only knows what all my searching is for. All my life I've waited for a miracle. But I can't ask for anything more.

-Richard Marx

Heaven Only Knows: Richard Marx

---

In dreams and in love, there are no impossibilities.

-Janos Arany

---

We can be kept in chains, only if we accept those chains.

-Rev. Alan Boesak of S. Africa

---

Ignore the hesitation that ties your hands. Cut your imagination. And take a chance.

-Richard Marx

Satisfied: Repeat Offender
**BLACK MAN**

The things we can't see
Or things we can't hear
Or things we can't feel
Are what I call fear

A lurk in the dark
A snake in the grass
The stranger next door
We too often pass

The things that are different
Or the things that have changed
Or things that confuse us
Are what give us pain

Children who grow up
And women with plans
But the greatest of worries
Is the success of Black Man

---

**WHAT OF MY COLOR?**

My bumps, my bruises
My scars, my cuts
These have no need
To be covered up

My thoughts, mistakes
And flaws are one
Upon this dark journey
I come - they come

And what of my color?
Should this be a thorn?
Should I hide the blackness
Of which I was born?

I look in the mirror
And smile to myself
I'm proud to be Black
More than anything else

---

Thank you -
WFC, AWR,
JLL, W*, DSM,
Mr. Bob
Special thanks
-Mom, Daddy,
Lisa Thank -
GOD, I'm
Outta Here!!

It's mind over matter, I don't mind
And you don't matter - Black Power

---

And I still ain't half-steppin' - Big Daddy Kane
His departure, like all that had gone before it, was triumph, triumph all the way.

You gotta chill, because I'm strictly business - EPMD


Let's get together and feel alright. — Bob Marley

I don't read Chaucer, I chew it!!! - JFA and the Weasel

The cat, sat, on the mat. - ME
There never was a red-headed saint.
-Unknown

-Georgia O'Keeffe

Oskalooska . . . nyah, pleh, hlah . . . just say . . . Oh That is so . . . I love him, I hate him . . . clam it . . . cox from hell . . . eyes in boat . . . late night workout . . . Kevin, no, Erik . . . Middlesex Beach Patrol . . . I smell . . . eat something . . . Cape May Ferry . . . rum? yum . . . Amanda's house . . . we interrupt this broadcast . . . nightmares . . . try on perms . . . room inspection . . . WSS and the water balloon . . . with good friends you can't lose.

Thanks to my family, AJ, the Speers, the Lyons, the M-ingales, especially Shander, Catty, and Sarah, Bunny, G-friend, Bodacious, Topher, Klebl, RGM, TFC, MWW, Wadd, and David.
I know you’ve got a lot of good things happening up ahead
The past is gone, its all been said,
Here’s to what the future brings
I know tomorrow you’ll find better things.
  The Kinks

I haven’t forgotten
You haven’t forgotten
Let’s forget together some day.
These days, I remain.
  -REM

Special thanks to: RRL, SES, WCH, JWG, TRM, CvO, CBH, JBW, CGKR, JAM, HCS, NAM, DTR, M,D, & S. I love you all.

A smile relieves a heart that grieves.
— The Rolling Stones
AMANDA WALLACE WOODS

Don't it always seem to go that you don't know what you've got 'til it's gone ... Joni Mitchell

Wherever they looked, something momentous was happening. Tom Robbins

To all my friends and family, I love you a lot.
I'm sunshine . . . . clipping with ELVIS . . . . midnight shack . . . . nice laugh . . . . it's 1:30 again . . . . DA BUTT class . . . . Halloween cops . . . . the 3 B's . . . . show me your dance Cyre! . . . . snow man . . . . Cracklin' Oat Bran! . . . . YO BOGGS . . . . Catherine, I don't feel so hot . . . . Actually I . . . shhhh close you ears . . .

Time flows again already.
The sun will set, the moon rise, and we away . . . . from here.
−Samuel Beckett

I love you Mom, Daddo, Kiwi, Catherine, and the 3 B's.
Asking questions, bleeding answers
-Marillion

God, what would you do if your dad came in now?
-NCB

Regrets I had a few, but then again too few to mention
-Sex Pistols

Thanks: Mom, Dad, JT-H, SSC, CAB, JAH, DM, and Fatty

It Satisfies
-USTC
I spent four years prostrate to the higher mind, got my paper and I was free.
-Indigo Girls

You can have a big dipper.
-Peter Gabriel

I feel so high I even touch the sky, above the falling rain.
-Bob Marley

ST. ANDREW’S SCHOOL

NAME: Brown / Erard
DATE: Dec 11, 1986-1990

YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN 18 DISCIPLINARY MARKS FOR THE FOLLOWING:

GENERAL EXISTENCE

REPORTED BY:

IF YOU HAVE A VALID EXCUSE PLEASE SEE THE PERSON BY WHOM YOU WERE REPORTED OR THE DEAN OF STUDENTS WITHIN 48 HOURS OR THESE MARKS WILL STAND. USE THE BACK OF THIS FORM FOR YOUR EXCUSE.

Running' down a dream that never would come to me
-Tom Petty

THANKS: Mom, Dad, Cocktails, RHS, D'Erarge, JBW, ACDG, WCH, TFC, RGM
It's time to leave the capsule if you dare.
-David Bowie
Thanks a lot to Mom, Dad, Scott, Kendall, Cal, Brown, Lucy, JPNA, TDO, SSV, Adams, Marquez, and The Shack.

TAYLOR FIELDS CAMERON

You live eternally in the present.

— John Austin

WILLIAM CALLENDER HURTT

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Niffer, JPNA, TFC, CAB, CSM, JAH, DTR, RGM, AJW, TRM, and Schmolze Corridor.
Congratulations, Scott! We Are So Proud Of You.

Love,
MOM, DAD, MEGAN AND CHRIS

Congratulations LEIPY!

With Love,
MOM and DAD
Congratulations BRIAN

Best Friends Forever!

Congratulations

NICK BLUM.

You Finally Made It!
LOVE YA'

BOOGIE

MOM, DAD, GARY, G.D., MOM-MOM, CHICO,
SALLY,
CHIQUITA, KRISTAL, HERSHEL, ELVIS,
SCARLET,
JEROME, GRACE, HOLLY . . . AND
ESPECIALLY STUD!
Dear TAYLOR,

Congratulations!
We’re So Very Proud Of You.

Love, MOM and DAD

P.S. Just Think - You Never Have To Wear Socks To Class Again!

MIKE,
You Are Still Tough!
Congratulations From Your Fans At Home.
HELP PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT

Best Wishes To GREG RHODES And His Classmate
Matthew Liza '90 Smiley '86 Mary Buff '84
The End Of An Era

Congratulations
DAVID
We’re Proud Of You!

MARJORIE AND PHIL MCCALEB

**Education** is a companion which no misfortune can depress, no crime can destroy, no enemy can alienate, no despotism can enslave; at home a friend, abroad an introduction, in solitude a solace, and in society an ornament, it gives grace and government to genius.

Joseph Addison

CONGRATULATIONS to the CLASS OF 1990
Love,
MOM & DAD

And tomorrow we might not be together
I'm no prophet, I don't know Nature's ways
So I'll try and see into your eyes right now
And stay right here, 'cause these are the good old days.
— Carly Simon

Congratulations
AUSTIN!
And To
The Class
Of
1990

Thank You
St. Andrew's

Love,
MOM & DAD

Congratulations
JENNIFER
We Are So Proud Of
You And All Your
Accomplishments.
We Share Your
Excitement For
The Future.

Here's To You,
Your Friends And
St. Andrew's

Love,
MOM & DAD
Dear St. Andrew’s,

Thanks For The Memories

With Love From

All THE HURTTS
To The Class Of 1990
Congratulations

Sweet Caroline, Good Times Never Seemed So Good!

We Love You, C.C.,

DAD AND MOM, GILLIAN, ANNIE, PATRICK PUMKIN & GARFIELD
Congratulations
To CLAIR HALL And To
The Entire Class Of 1990
Love, MOM AND DAD

CATHERINE,
Congratulations To You And To Your Class.

Pals Forever,
MOM AND DAD
Congratulations and Best Wishes to Amy and the Class of 1990
Love from Mom and Dad, Mark and Scott

Amy Wagner
Congratulations

To

G. ANDRE BROWN

&

The Class Of 1990

On Their Graduation

May 24, 1990
KEEP PULLING FROM THE DECK.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ALL THE
DEALER HAS TO OFFER.
* REMEMBER, THE GAME OF CARDS TAKES
GOOD LUCK, BUT THE GAME OF LIFE
TAKES GOOD SENSE.
USE YOUR SKILLS, SENSE & SELF-
DETERMINATION AND YOU'LL
REMAIN A WINNER.

LOVE,
YOUR FAMILY.

BENEFACTORS
Mr. and Mrs. W. Scott Armentrout
Dr. and Mrs. Robert G. Bottoms
The Rev. and Mrs. Craig Biddle, III
Mr. and Mrs. Jose M. deLeon
Mr. and Mrs. Philippe Erard
Drs. James and Judith Gieske
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hance
Mr. and Mrs. J. Matt Hansen
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hartley
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Hurt, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip C. Keevil
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Kidd, III
Judge and Mrs. S. Herman Klarsfeld
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Meyer, III
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel M. O'Connell, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Setze
Mr. and Mrs. Werner G. Schleber
Prince and Mrs. Saud Al-Faisal
Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Whittenburg
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin D. Williamson
Mr. and Mrs. Allan S. Woods
Ms. Elaine L. Woody

PATRONS
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Aquilla
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Archie
Ms. Lea Elisabeth Austen
Mrs. Claire B. Bannerman
Drs. Madhav and Saroja Barhan
Dr. and Mrs. John S. Boggs
Mr. and Mrs. E. Buck Brinton, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Yu Nien Cheng
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony B. Dean
Mr. and Mrs. Ammon G. Dunton, Jr.
The Rev. and Mrs. Dalton D. Downs
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Fischer, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Fogelman
Dr. and Mrs. Geoffrey W. Gubb
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hickok, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Echert Kade
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald M. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Moday
Mr. and Mrs. R. Elliott McBride
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Rich
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Stegeman, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Weinhold
Mr. Harold K. Wood, Jr.

SPONSORS
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Advocat
Mr. Peter P. Budetti
Dr. and Mrs. Robert S. Cotsen
Mr. Jim Hamilton
The Rev. and Mrs. Richard McCandless
Ms. Daune T. Neidig
Dr. and Mrs. Scott C. Shaffer
The Development Office Congratulates You

"So long," but not "Good Bye."

We'll Keep You Posted about Your Classmates, Campus Events, Reunions & Your Local Gatherings

Please Keep us Informed About Your Activities and Travels and remember . . .

You always have a home in the

Richard W. Trapnell, III Alumni House

Gretchen Leigh,
Way To Go! We Love You A Whole Bunch!
Mom, Dad, Rachel, Bud. & Klister Bensinger

ARCHIE'S

Owner- Archie E. Parker
Middletown Shopping Center
Complete Supermarket Featuring:
Bakery
Rolls, Breads, Decorated Cakes
For All Occasions
Deli
Party Trays & Special Requests
(301) 378-4700

JABBERWOCKEY

CHILDREN'S BOOKS

Mona Albertine
Fredricksburg
VA.

(703) 371-5684
2035 Sunset Lake Road
Newark, Delaware 19702

(302) 368-5135
COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL

2035 Sunset Lake Road
Newark, Delaware  19702

(302)368-4635
For over 80 years, Wilmington Trust has been dedicated to supporting Delaware's students and educational institutions. The same dedication goes into giving Delawareans the best experience in banking.

DENTAL ASSOCIATES
Of
Middletown, Inc.

17 E. Main St.
Middletown, DE 19709
378-8600

Two Great Alternatives to "Fast Food" Fare...

Quality food cooked to order...

Inn Proper
800 North State Street
674-1776
(Closed Mondays)

Pancake House
950 North State Street
674-8310
(Serving 7 Days a Week)

"The" Places to Eat in Historic Dover -- both overlooking beautiful Silver Lake.

WARFEL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

79 Years and Building...

Since 1911, excellence has always been our objective in serving industries, businesses, institutions, churches and renovators.

812 North Prince Street
P.O. Box 4488
Lancaster, PA 17604
Phone (717) 299-4500
COUNTRY DESIGN INTERIORS, INC.

Custom Window Treatments
Draperies • Blinds • Verticals
Wall Covering • Custom Upholstery
Bedspreads • Carpet • Refinishing
Residential • Commercial
10 Years Of Professional Service
Interior Designer • Linda Lacinski Thompson
302 • 429 • 8307  302 • 834 • 5288

STAGE CURTAINS • GYM DIVIDERS • GYM FLOOR COVERS
FIRE CURTAINS • AV DRAPERIES • TRACKS & RIGGING

KARMA CORPORATION
STATE ROUTE 645 • P. O. BOX 645
WHITE STONE, VIRGINIA 22578
PHONE (804) 435-3714
Bramer A. Wolfe

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
TAXES - PAYROLL - BOOKKEEPING
SPECIALIZING IN SMALL BUSINESSES

206 S. BROAD STREET
MIDDLETOWN, DELAWARE 19709

CAPTAIN BONES
Bait, Tackle & Hunting Equipment

BAIT, TACKLE & HUNTING EQUIPMENT
FULL LINE OF FISHING BAIT & TACKLE IN SEASON
LIVE CRABS
OFFICIAL WEIGHING STATION
HUNTING & FISHING LICENSE
HUNTING EQUIP & AMMO
ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF TACKLE IN THE STATE
834-9400 OR (Res) 378-4200
CAPT BONES BAIT, TACKLE & SEAFOOD RT 13 (SOUTH)
ODESSA

GENE'S BODY SHOP
We Fix Any Size Dent
Specializing In Pain Work
Gene Stewart
Owner

Route 13
P.O. Box 275
Odessa, DE 19730
Ph: (302) 378-8292
or (302) 834-0611

WALLACE & FASANO INSURANCE
Agents
Middletown Shopping Center
Middletown, Delaware 19709

NATIONWIDE INSURANCE
Nationwide is on your side
Home Office: Columbus, Ohio
Thomas E. O'Grady & Co.
MASONRY CONTRACTOR
305 N. SCOTT ST.
MIDDLETOWN, DE 19709

WATSON OIL COMPANY
Fuel Oil - Kerosene
Townsend, Delaware
Phones: 378-8264 And 378-2489

HAPPY HARRY
DISCOUNT DRUG STORES!
a superior kennel and cattery for boarding and grooming all breeds of dogs and cats

TO THE CLASS OF 1990
BEST WISHES FROM
THE ABENDBLUM HILTON
Delaware’s finest boarding
and grooming facility -
KENNEL AND CATTERY
COMPLETELY SEPARATE.
CALL FOR BROCHURE OR
COME FOR A VISIT.
THE DEENEYS & STAFF:
CINDY, JENNY, ETHEL, JAN,
CARRIE, DORIS, CAROLYN & VICKIE.
302-378-8400
1-800-323-8400
BOYDS CORNER, MT. PLEASANT RD.
3 MILES FROM RT. 13

P.O. Box 195 • Middletown, DE 19709

Enjoy

Coca-Cola
Trade-mark®

Dover Coca Cola Bottling Co.
P.O. box 306 Dover, Delaware 19903

PIONEER FENCE CO., INC.
Fence Erectors

ROBERT CHAMBERS
PRESIDENT
109 S. JOHN ST.
NEWPORT, DE 19804

STATEFARM
INSURANCE COMPANIES

Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

JOYCE L. SIMMONS
Agent

5207 Summit Bridge Rd.
Middletown, DE 19709
MIDDLETOWN VETERINARY HOSPITAL

David A. Beste, V.M.D.
Ann Jackson, V.M.D.
(302) 378-2342

366 Warwick Rd.
Middletown, DE.
19709

BUCKWORTH'S HARDWARE, INC.

Hw I Hardware Center
21 West Main Street
Middletown, Delaware 19709

Phone: 378-2231
Jim Buckworth
Jerry Buckworth

WILSON WILCOX CO. REAL ESTATE

55 W. Main St. Middletown
Delaware
Phone: (302) 378-8560

GEORGE'S DELICATESSEN & TAKE-OUT SHOP

39 West Main Street
Middletown, DE 19709

Phone: (302) 378-8326
IT WAS THE WORST OF TIMES . . .
IT WAS THE BEST OF TIMES . . .
-To Paraphrase Dickens

The yearbook staff would like to extend very special thanks to Giles Borghardt, Jen Boynton, Tim Gibb, Kamillah Males, Carter Meyer, Claire Hall, Kim Setze, Jen Vernon, Christina Robbins, Webb Armentrout, Scott Henderson, Will Wood, Kate Crowley, Laura Shaffer, Laura Palmer, Gretchen Bok, Kari Rolph, Elizabeth Hickok, and Hardy Gieske. We would also like to thank Carol Stegeman for her photos, Marc Cheban for help with layouts, Duncan Holcomb for writing many copies, Bob Colburn and Gail LeBlanc for arranging the team photos, Dyann Miller for help in the darkroom, Hoover Sutton for drama photos, and especially to Mr. Desalvo. The yearbook would not have been possible without your help.

THE 1990 YEARBOOK STAFF
This year's baseball team had a unique season. Even though our record of 6 - 10 seems a bit disappointing, the team had a great time and played well together. Winning several big games against Friends and Tatnall and a very close and competitive game with Tower Hill were the highlights of our season. Good luck to the underformers, and have a great season next year.
BACK ROW: Mr. DeSalvo, Weinhold, Virden, Lukes, Butler, Weber, Schleber, Mr. Lyons. FRONT ROW: Abraham, Yearwood, Williams, J., Otero, Leyon, Hargrove, Jenkins, Simpson.
The Reign Continues.

The 1990 Boys Varsity Tennis team successfully defended the state title, as well as winning the Conference. We had a 14-1 season and were undefeated in the state. We would like to thank Mr. Holcomb for his help in making this all possible. We will miss him dearly next year. We will be back to continue the reign in 1991.

STATE CHAMPS 1990

BACK ROW: Goldsworthy, Al-Faisal, Alexander, Zehner, Stebbins, Gieske, Mr. Holcomb. FRONT ROW: Marquez, Harrell.
Conference Champions
Again In 1990!

This year we successfully defended our conference championship thanks to Em and Liz and their awesome leadership. We had a great season with a 12-2 record. We'll miss all the seniors and Niki next year; we never could have survived without all of her help. Thanks especially to Mrs. Roach for her great coaching and support. We hope next year will be as much fun and we're looking forward to it.
BACK ROW: Francisco, Fogelman, Stegeman, Erard, Sell, Mechling, Bannerman, Jones, Mr. Austin. FRONT ROW: Wilcox, Cheng.

BACK ROW: Smith, Bottoms, Brooks, Harriosn, Schneider, Shaffer, Ms. Matouk. FRONT ROW: Chetkowski, McBride.
"A year to remember," that's how Coach Price began his first talk to the varsity boys' lacrosse team. With the help of coaches DuPont and McLean, and our senior captains Gibb, Carey and McCaleb, the season was indeed a very memorable one. With an overall record of 8 - 3, the team was the lacrosse surprise in the state. Seven of this year's starters will be returning next year to give us something to look forward to.
The 1990 Girls Varsity Lacrosse team finished with a 6 and 7 record. It was a major improvement over last year's season due to the great coaching of Ms. Brown. The whole team learned many new techniques and they worked well together under co-captains Mildred Joyner and Jen Boynton. Congratulations on a great season and thanks to Kano and the JV team for their support.

This year's 1st boat had a rough season filled with ups and downs. During the season we beat every crew we raced, except for Kent and LaSalle. However, at the Mid-Hudson Regatta, Stotesbury, and the Nationals, we were unable to place after very tough qualifying races. We hope to have better luck next year. Thanks again Mr. Washburn for a great season.
1st at Mid-Hudson Regatta
3rd at Scholastic Nationals

WOMEN'S

I S T B O A T


Magic Murkin
... TWAAMI
... Diebl trivia
... Rebel bow pair ... HBC
... Peach pike...
... Our gal Sal
... Gidget...
I'm Ridie. I can do anything ...
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ...
Wacky wrist action ...
Lambada ...
Rowing in a cosmic place ...
Trustee's council of Penn Women?!
We give good ERG ...
Ending with a great race...
The Psychedelic Green Tigers.
MEN'S 2ND BOAT

BACK ROW: Chesney, Howson, Hansen, Lane, Budetti, Trosdal, Bohlayer, Harrington. FRONT ROW: Leipheimer.
BACK ROW: Blanton, Bruckner, Klinefelter, Rogers, Williamson, Klarsfeld, Tonks, Forbes-Jones. FRONT ROW: Court, J.


AN EVENING OF ONE ACT PLAYS
SPRING DANCES
CONGRATULATIONS